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We hope to create more study space on the upper level of Armstrong.

**Where would YOU study?**

If we could remove a few shelves and add furniture, what would you want?

- I always spread out my notes. More table space, please.
- I'm a stoic. Tall chairs, please.
- Wide, soft chairs. I want to relax.
- I am most efficient at a study carrel.
- p.s. I'd love some GAMES too!

Please tell us where you want to study -- we're looking for suggestions!

**Questions?** Contact Carrie Macfarlane, Science Librarian, cmacfarl@middlebury.edu

Note the fine print: We hope to get funding for this project but competing requests might receive higher priority, photos above are just samples of space imagination.
Armstrong Science Library
What to do?
Study Space
Tables? Or...
Where would students study?

Let’s ask them!
We hope to create more study space at Armstrong.

Where would YOU study?

Please tell us where you would study—Leave a note!

If we could remove a few shelves and add furniture, what would you want?

I always spread out my notes. More tables!

I'm a stoic. Tall chairs, please.

Wide, soft chair. I want to relax.

I am most efficient at a study carrel.

p.s. I'd love some games too!

Questions? Contact Carrie Macfarlane, Science Librarian, cmacfarlane@middlebury.edu

Note the fine print: We hope to get funding for this project but competing requests might receive higher priority. Photos above are just samples to spark your imagination.
Student Tutors

Can provide:

• Technical assistance
• Design advice
• Feedback on content
Students want:

• Tables
• Arm chairs
• Carrels
• How about a mix of all three?
• Board games and jigsaw puzzles, too!

• and… a swimming pool! or a piano bar!
Students also want:

- Task lighting
- White boards on desks
- More outlets
- Soft furniture
How can I help?

Compared to other spaces, need:

• Smaller (or larger) tables
• Quiet
• Options
Follow-up

THANKS for your COMMENTS

We asked where you would study, and you said:

Tables, soft chairs, couches, lamps, a café, and more!

Now we wait for a decision on funding.
Meanwhile, your suggestions will be shared with others.

Thank you!
More Follow-up

Response Posters

"More movies OUT of library"
"More manga"
"Better selection of light reading fiction books"
"More screenplays"

We are actively adding to the browsing DVD and book collections – lots of new titles have been coming through! Please submit your purchase requests for more: go/library/bookorder

Blog

Thank you for these comments and more! We’ve recorded all of them and will act on them as we can.
Quick and Effective

We hope to create more study space at Armstrong.

Where would **YOU** study?

If we could remove a few shelves and add furniture, what would you want?

I always spread out my notes. **More tables!**

I’m a stoic. **Tall chairs, please.**

**Wide, soft chair.** I want to relax.

I am most efficient at a **study carrel.**

p.s. I’d love some **Games** too!

Please tell us where you would study—Leave a note!

Questions? Contact Carrie Macfarlane, Science Librarian, cmacfarle@middlebury.edu

Note the fine print: We hope to get funding for this project but competing requests might receive higher priority, photos above are just samples to spark your imagination...